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A report from the National Audit Office and the Cabinet Office

cited the following common causes of project failure:

Lack of clear link between the project and the

organisation's key strategic priorities, including

agreed measures of success

Lack of effective engagement with stakeholders

Lack of skills and proven approach to project

management and risk management

Too little attention to breaking development and

implementation into manageable steps

Lack of effective project team integration between

clients, the supplier team and the supply chain

Developing

innovative ways of

working and

to deliver

project success

inspirational teams,

true

alliancesFrom our experience of reviewing and assisting a significant

number of projects, lloydmasters has identified that

inadequate strategic planning at the start of a project is often

the root cause of problems and cost over-runs later in the

project.  For this reason, 15 years ago lloydmasters

developed Goal Directed Planning (GDP) to address this

deficiency in traditional project planning approaches.

Since developing, lloydmasters has been using GDP in a

variety of environments for a range of project types.

These projects have typically been highly complex,

multi-stakeholder undertakings where a number of

diverse workstreams need to work together to deliver

the end results. Many have been for major capital and

infrastructure projects as well as organisational

change and IT projects.

THE CHALLENGES OF PROJECT DELIVERY

Numerous reports founded on detailed research tell us what

every project professional knows from bitter experience – a

significant proportion of major projects, be they organisational

change projects, IT or major capital projects, fail to deliver the

desired business benefits for the approved expenditure and

within the original timescales.
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It integrates seamlessly with existing approaches

and provides a proven process, facilitated by

highly experienced consultants and supported

by a powerful software tool.

lloydmasters' Goal Directed

Planning process gains

in order to deliver

the desired project outcomes.

peoples' involvement,

alignment, commitment and

ownership
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Why use Goal Directed Planning?

Creates consensus on, and understanding of,

project goals and results

Provides a balanced focus on all areas of

achievement (including “soft” areas as well as

the technical areas)

Enables the early identification of risks and

dependencies

Builds commitment from all parties involved –

supply chain and stakeholders

Accelerates mobilisation

Creates a transparent, over-arching plan with

focus on results and timing

Defines the roles each individual will play to

reach the agreed goals

Provides an effective communication tool for

plans and progress for senior management

Encourages simple, non-bureaucratic tracking

of progress

By enabling the above we have helped numerous

clients improve certainty of delivery for their projects

and in so doing ensure that the strategic goals were

achieved on time and to budget.

We have found that a modest investment in GDP

pays for itself many times over.  An example of this

was for an offshore platform where we helped the

client avoid delays to the schedule that would have

cost $15m a week.

WHAT IS GOAL DIRECTED PLANNING

Traditional methods focus on tools, techniques and “hard” analysis

to deliver plans, activity lists and schedules. Planning is often done

by a specialist in isolation of the team and often results in a

complex Gantt chart with hundreds or thousands of lines of

detailed activities. The lack of a strategic plan creates a disconnect

between the project's goals set out in the business case and the

detailed schedule.  The focus is typically on driving the individual

activities rather than on goals and outcomes.

The GDP process effectively engages participants to build real

shared understanding of key system goals and generates

ownership and commitment in their delivery. It is characterised by

a “'soft systems” approach – and builds on the idea that by keeping

people's attention on result paths and outcomes for which they

have ownership, it is easier to engage, collaborate and specify

performance and progress towards an overall collective goal.

It facilitates teamwork and encourages participants to focus their

attention and effort on project risks and issues. It also delivers an

overarching strategic plan, usually on a single page, in which

participants see the importance and relevance of their individual

contributions, the key interdependencies and the various project

outputs en route.

Turning strategy into

to make it live

within the business

reality

The GDP process is highly

interactive with group work and

brainstorming sessions identifying

the work to be completed, the

issues to be dealt with and key

interdependencies. A high level,

milestone driven plan is created

along a set of “result paths”.  Each

of these result paths has a goal to

be achieved, forming part of the

overriding project goal.

Outcomes are key and these are

the focus of the plan, so that all

activities are driven towards them.

Ownership is allocated for each

result path and the dependencies

between milestones are

established and target dates are

set.

“Rational”

“Hard Outputs”

Activity schedules
Goal Directed

Planning Process

Gantt charts

Resource plans

Interdependencies /

critical path

Alignment CommitmentOwnershipUnderstanding

Tools and

techniques

Process

Meta-planning / group dynamics

System Goals

Result paths and owners

Milestones and interdependencies

Goal Directed Plan

Conventional

Planning

Coaching

and Team

Development
“Complexity”

Human Activity Systems

“Soft Outputs”

GDP fulfils two key

critical roles. It delivers

a strategic plan and

builds team alignment

and understanding.

www.lloydmasters.com
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Workshop outputs are captured in

our bespoke software tool.  This

provides a high quality

presentation of the GDP and the

dependencies that can easily be

amended and / or tracked against.

Typically we input the data into the

tool during the workshops so that

the results are immediately

available to the team.  The tool is

frequently then used by our clients

as the project progresses.

The GDP is underpinned and linked

to traditional planning activity such

as Work Breakdown Structures and

Gantt charts as shown below.

Transforming

behaviours, ways of

working and

processes to

businessimprove

performance

Examples of our work

One of the UK's largest construction

companies used GDP in support of new-

build school and hospital projects with a

value of several hundred million pounds.

The process was used to engage multiple

stakeholders in developing an overall

strategy for delivery. The use of GDP

enabled this strategy to cover all aspects

of the project as well as the core

construction activity. In addition, GDP

provided the basis for communications

planning, keeping all interested parties -

including the public - appraised of project

progress - “working with lloydmasters in

this way gave the project a real sense of

unity and common purpose.”

A European professional

services company used GDP

to build its five year strategy

and business plan - “I can't

thank them enough - they

do a great job.”

One of the top three global market research companies

with operations in 100 countries and 14,000 employees

used GDP to ensure that all aspects of a complex

integration programme, post acquisition,  were

adequately understood and planned – “a key element

of the plan is that it is transparent and requires the

involvement of all staff.  We will face many changes

as we implement the merger, but with a greater level

of understanding of what change means we will

manage this process in a positive and effective way.”

For one of the largest, global

energy companies GDP was used

to prevent delays that would have

cost £10m per week during the

design, construction and delivery of

a £450m state-of-the-art oil

platform in the North Sea - “the

process is very good at sparking

ideas and uncovering real issues.”

www.lloydmasters.com



We like to think that we are not archetypal consultants, producing

lengthy reports, using business buzzwords or confusing

management-speak. What we can guarantee is a collaborative

and stimulating environment in which we will provide -

original thought

a challenge to established thinking

vast experience

flexible delivery

long term relationship that grows to meet all the demands

innovative new

approaches

email us info@lloydmasters.com 
visit us at www.lloydmasters.com
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We make

a difference

always

Fact:

Since the 1980's

we have saved our

clients over £4 billion

globally
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250

We are an energetic and innovative team who

share more than 250 years of extensive

consulting and business experience. We remain

small, maintaining no more than 20 in the

organisation to ensure that we are flexible,

unfettered by bureaucracy and thus more

responsive to our clients' needs.

Since the 1980's we have saved our clients over £4 billion,

worked with over 24,000 people and developed our project

management methodologies and strategy with 30 FTSE 100

companies.

Working in partnership is our basic philosophy of how we engage

with our clients. We believe it's key to making a difference and

ensuring that changes are sustainable.

We work with some of the world's largest and

most successful organisations throughout

Europe, America, Africa plus the Middle and Far

East, including global corporations - BP, Balfour

Beatty, Exxon Mobil, British Airways; NGOs -

United Nations, World Business Council; public

sector - NHS, Local Government and regularly

speak at Conferences and Academic

Programmes.

We are a niche

transformational

consultancy focused on

through engagement

and change.

driving performance
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